Data driven classification that relies on neural networks is based on optimization criteria that involve some form of distance between the output of the network and the desired label. Using the same mathematical analysis, for a multitude of such measures, we can show that their optimum solution matches the ideal likelihood ratio test classifier. In this work we introduce a different family of optimization problems which is not covered by the existing approaches and, therefore, opens possibilities for new training algorithms for neural network based classification. We give examples that lead to algorithms that are simple in implementation, exhibit stable convergence characteristics and are antagonistic to the most popular existing techniques.
Binary classification as hypothesis testing
Classification, when there is available a complete probabilistic description of the classes of interest, coincides with statistical hypothesis testing. For this reason we revisit the basic results of this simple and interesting theory and use them as basis in order to build an equivalent data driven version of the problem.
Assume we observe a random vector X for which we distinguish two possible scenarios (classes or hypotheses) C 1 , C 2 regarding its probabilistic description C 1 : X " f 1 pXq, p 1 C 2 : X " f 2 pXq, p 2 . Functions f 1 pXq, f 2 pXq are the probability densities that capture the statistical behavior of X under the corresponding classes and p 1 , p 2 with p 1`p2 " 1 express the prior probability of occurrence of each class.
We are interested in developing a mechanism which, every time we observe a vector X, will assign the label 1 or 2 to X in an effort to identify the class the vector is coming from. Specifically, we are looking for a function dpXq with values in the set t1, 2u and we would like to select it properly. Following a Bayesian approach, each functiondpXq produces labeling errors with the corresponding error probability being equal to P err pdq " p 1 P 1`d pXq " 2˘`p 2 P 2`d pXq " 1˘" p 1 E 1 r1 tdpXq"2u s`p 2 E 2 r1 tdpXq"1u s,
where P k p¨q, k " 1, 2 denotes probability under the density f k pXq, E k r¨s the corresponding expectation and 1 A the indicator of the event A.
An optimum classifier is obtained if we select dpXq to minimize the error probability P err pdq. It is known [11, that the optimum dpXq is the well celebrated likelihood ratio test (LRT) 
where DpXq is some scalar function and look for the optimum DpXq. Clearly, restricting ourselves to this smaller class does not inflict any performance loss since the optimum classifier (LRT), as pointed out in (1), can be put exactly under this form with D o pXq " p 1 f 1 pXq´p 2 f 2 pXq.
Alternative optimization problems
To find the optimum DpXq one would work, directly, with the error probability P err pDq and attempt to minimize it. This, obviously, will lead to D o pXq " p 1 f 1 pXq´p 2 f 2 pXq when the probability densities and the priors are known. When, however, this information is not to our disposal and we are in the pure data driven case, the same optimization problem is completely unsuitable. The reason is that, in order to solve it, we are going to limit DpXq to some parametric family of functions (as neural networks) and employ (stochastic) gradient-type algorithms to optimize for the parameters. This would inevitably require the computation of gradients of indicator functions. Unfortunately, the latter are notorious for having gradients that cannot be used in numerical computations since the gradients are either 0 or at border points, due to discontinuity, they do not exist.
It is because of the above reason that the minimization of the error probability is abandoned in favor of different optimization problem where gradients are well defined. Of course there is an important property that needs to be satisfied by any alternative approach:
The solution of the alternative optimization must be equivalent to LRT in order to be useful for the classification problem.
Otherwise it will produce "suboptimum" classification results. Fortunately, there exists a significant number of optimization problems proposed in the literature that satisfy this basic requirement. Actually, the main scope of this work is to offer additional classes of optimization problems that enjoy the same basic property and can therefore be used to design neural networks.
Regarding existing alternative optimizations, in [1] , [10] one can find an interesting mathematical analysis that treats cases that can be put under the following form
where φpzq is a scalar function. Not every φpzq satisfies the basic requirement that the solution D o pXq of the minimization in (3) is equivalent to LRT. Table 1 depicts characteristic examples of 
p1´zq`signpp1f1´p2f2q [12] p1´zq`˘ρ, ρ ą 1 [4] φpzq and the corresponding optimum D o pXq where this desirable property is indeed valid. As we can verify, it is always possible from D o pXq to produce a classifier which is equivalent to the likelihood ratio test. A slight extension to the previous formulation can be enjoyed if we replace DpXq in (3) by σpDpXqq where σp¨q is a scalar increasing function. In this more general setting belong [9] the regularized loss corresponding to`1˘σpDpXqq˘2 and the expectation loss corresponding to |1˘σpDpXqq| (for binary classification the latter coincides with the Chebyshev loss [3] , [7] ) that accept optimum solutions which satisfy the basic requirement of being equivalent to LRT.
Proposed optimization problems
Let us now introduce our own class of problems. The difference between the methodology we intend to present and the existing techniques lies in the fact that in our case, provided certain very simple conditions are met, it is straightforward to show that the optimum is indeed a strategy equivalent to LRT. In place of (3), we propose the following criterion and the accompanying optimization
where φpzq a scalar function.
Using change of measure we can rewrite our criterion as
p1f1pXq`p2f2pXq φ`DpXq˘ı "Ēr`p 1 pXq´p 2 pXq˘φ`DpXq˘s, (5) whereĒr¨s denotes expectation with respect to the mixture densityfpXq " p 1 f 1 pXq`p 2 f 2 pXq and p k pXq "
, is the posterior probability that X belongs to the class C k . For the pair of functions φpzq, DpXq we distinguish two categories.
Category A. Let φpzq be a scalar function which satisfieś 1 " φp´1q ď φpzq ď φp1q " 1, for all real z. (6) In other words φpzq has a global minimum equal to´1 attained at z "´1 and a global maximum equal to 1 attained at z " 1. The class of functions satisfying (6) is very rich. In fact if a scalar function ϕpzq has finite maximum and minimum attained at finite points z 1 , z 2 then, with α, β, γ, δ suitable constants, it can be transformed into a function φpzq " αϕpγz`δq`β satisfying (6) .
Any function φpzq satisfying (6), when used in (4), generates an optimization problem with solution equivalent to LRT. The validity of this claim is straightforward to demonstrate since from (5) J pDq ďĒr|p 1 pXq´p 2 pXq|s, with the upper bound being attainable by D o pXq " sign`p 1 pXq´p 2 pXq˘" sign`p 1 f 1 pXqṕ 2 f 2 pXq˘, namely, a classifier which is equivalent to LRT. Category B. Here φpzq is assumed to be strictly increasing for z P r´1, 1s with φp1q "´φp´1q " 1. Actually, any strictly increasing function can be properly scaled to satisfy this constraint. Consider now the classifier function DpXq which we like to determine. In the previous category DpXq was not limited in any sense. In this case we impose the following boundedness condition |DpXq| ď 1.
(7) If we attempt to solve (4) then, again, it is straightforward to see that J pDq ďĒr|p 1 pXq´p 2 pXq|s, with the upper bound attained, as in the previous category, by
Even though we did not impose any additional conditions on φpzq beyond the ones that define the two categories, it is understood that this function must be differentiable, except perhaps a finite number of points where it must have right and left derivatives. This is necessary in order to be able to derive, in the next section, gradient-type training algorithms. Regarding Category A, it is preferable that φpzq has no extra local extrema except the two global ones appearing at z "˘1. This will help the training algorithm to avoid convergence to incorrect limits. Finally, we should mention that the log loss log σpzq and the square log loss function`log σpzq˘2 [2] are special cases of Category B.
Neural network classifiers
Suppose now that we are interested in restricting the function DpXq to be the scalar output DpX, θq of a neural network where θ summarizes the parameters of the network. The classifier and its error probability, following (2), become functions of θ dpX, θq "
Similarly, for the cost proposed in (4) we have
Maximization of J p¨q over the classifier is reduced to max θ J pθq, namely, maximization over the parameters of the network. This will produce an optimum neural network by identifying the best θ o .
In the ideal case when DpXq is any arbitrary scalar function, the optimum solutions of all the alternative optimization problems are equivalent since they match some version of LRT. Unfortunately, this significant property is lost when we limit ourselves to neural networks. The optimum parameters θ o and, therefore, the resulting network DpX, θ o q are optimization problem dependent.
The previous observation raises then the logical question: Since the possible "optimum" choices θ o are not equal, which θ o is the most appropriate for classification? Clearly, the answer is: the one that minimizes P err pθq defined in (8) , because this produces the smallest misclassification probability. We stress again that the reason we do not perform the minimization of P err pθq and we resort to alternative problems is because of the presence of indicator functions that make it impossible to develop (stochastic) gradient type algorithms and iteratively compute the minimizer of P err pθq.
Data driven optimization problems
The next step in our presentation consists in assuming that the probability densities f 1 pXq, f 2 pXq and the prior probabilities p 1 , p 2 , are unknown. Instead, we are given two sets of data tX u which are realizations that follow the two unknown densities. Furthermore, for the sizes of the two data sets N 1 , N 2 , we assume that they are consistent with the two unknown prior probabilities
Computing the two expectations in (9) is no longer an option, hence, it makes sense to approximate stochastic means by sample averages with the help of the available data. More precisely
It is then clear that max
replaces the maximization of J pθq. We note that for the computation ofĴ pθq in (10) we need the training data, the function φpzq and the geometry of the neural network. No knowledge or modeling of densities or priors is necessary. We should also mention that if we perform a similar approximation for P err pθq we obtain P err pθq «P err pθq "
which constitutes the preferable data driven criterion to optimize.
Summary. For the design of the neural network classifier, we propose the solution of the optimization problem depicted in (11) . For the function φpzq and the output DpX, θq of the neural network we offer two possibilities. Category A: φpzq must have a global minimum equal to´1 at z "´1 and a global maximum equal to 1 at z " 1. No condition is imposed on the output DpX, θq of the neural network. Category B: φpzq must be increasing in r´1, 1s with φp1q " 1 and φp´1q "´1.
The output DpX, θq of the neural network must be limited within the interval r´1, 1s. The two possibilities are depicted in Figure 1 for different values of the parameter ρ. As we can see, in the first case the tails of the function decrease to 0 as 1 z raised to some fixed power. This suggests that φpzq has "fat" tails, which in turn implies that outputs of the network that are far from the two target values˘1 can still contribute to the overall criterion in (10) . If on the other hand we use the second function where tails decrease to zero rapidly then, network outputs far from the target values tend to have small or even negligible contribution to the overall cost. This form of "data screening" could, potentially, be advantageous when robustness against possible outliers is necessary.
Training algorithms
Let us now continue with a detailed presentation of possible training algorithms for the optimization problem introduced in (11). We limit ourselves to a full, 2-layer network, because in most of our simulations we observed satisfactory performance from this simple geometry. Of course one can very easily extend our derivations to cover networks with more layers and/or with special structure as convolutional neural networks.
For Category A, we recall that there is no nonlinear transformation in the last layer of the neural network. On the output, we do however apply the nonlinearity φpzq which we select for our criterion in (10) . For Category B because of the constraint in (7) we need to apply some nonlinearity gpzq to contain the network output in the interval r´1, 1s. On top of this nonlinearity, according to our approach, we must apply the strictly increasing function φpzq that we select for our optimization problem.
Both categories can be put under the same form, allowing for the presentation of a common training algorithm. For this reasons, let X denote the length k vector that we like to classify. We then apply the following transformations
where A is an nˆk dimensional matrix, ta, U, Z, Bu are vectors of length n, dpxq is one of the popular scalar nonlinearities employed in neural networks and applied to each element of the vector U and b is a scalar offset. For the output nonlinearity we have for Category A that ωpzq " φpzq while for Category B the nonlinearity takes the form ωpzq " pφ˝gqpzq (composition of the two functions). Clearly the scalar output y takes over the role of DpX, θq and θ summarizes the quantities tA, a, B, bu which need to be identified.
To develop a training algorithm that solves (11) we must find the gradient of the cost function with respect to all network parameters. This translates into computing the gradient of ωpzq with respect to A, a, B, b. We have the following formulas that can be easily verified
where d denotes element-by-element multiplication of the corresponding vectors, " " denotes transpose and " 1 " derivative. For the computation of the solution of the optimization problem in (11), we distinguish a batch and a stochastic gradient version.
Batch version. We form a gradient ascent scheme by considering directly the criterion in (10). Table 2 summarizes the algorithm. In the corresponding formulas "p¨q paq " denotes the elementwise raise to the power a and "c" the element-by-element division of the corresponding vectors or matrices. Parameter µ is the learning rate and must be sufficiently small so that the algorithm does not diverge. Finally, λ is an exponential forgetting factor and is used to estimate average powers of the gradient elements. Following the scheme in [13] we normalize each gradient element with the square root of its estimated power before using it in the update of the corresponding parameter. The batch version tends to become computationally demanding when N 1 , N 2 are very large since it requires a number of computations per iteration which is proportional to N 1`N2 .
Stochastic gradient version. For this version we need the two data sets to be merged into a single set and the data to be randomly permuted. In the merged set the data must of course retain their original labeling. Table 3 summarizes the algorithm. We would like to emphasize that the random Table 2 : Batch version Initialize A0, B0 using the method in [8] and set a0 " 0, b0 " 0,
Available from iteration t´1: At´1, at´1, Bt´1, bt´1, Mt´1, mt´1, Nt´1, nt´1
At iteration t and for i " 1, . . . , N k , k " 1, 2: Compute layer outputs for all available data vectors:
Compute gradients: Repeat until some stopping rule is satisfied Table 3 : Stochastic Gradient version Initialize A0, B0 using the method in [8] and set a0 " 0, b0 " 0,
At iteration t select the next data vector Xt from the merged set (recycle when data are exhausted). Perform the following computations: Compute layer outputs: Ut " At´1Xt`at´1, Zt " dpUtq, zt " B t´1 Zt`bt´1 Compute gradients:
Update parameter estimates: t " 1 if label of Xt is 1 and t "´1 if label of Xt is 2 At " At´1`µ tAt c pMtq
Repeat until some stopping rule is satisfied permutation of the data is absolutely necessary because, otherwise, if the data are grouped according to their labels, the algorithm will exhibit a periodically biased convergence behavior as the data are being reused. In fact, it would be advisable to perform a new random permutation every time we recycle the data.
Remark. Regarding the nonlinearity dpxq applied to the output of the first layer, simulations agree that the best choice is to use the ReLU since the resulting algorithm exhibits a far more stable convergence behavior as compared to other alternatives.
Simulations
To test our methodology, from Category A we select φpzq " 2z 1`z 2 , while from Category B we use φpzq " z and for limiting the output of the neural network in r´1, 1s we adopt gpzq " tanhpzq. We would like to add that we also performed simulations with φpzq " ze 1´|z| from Category A. However, the results were almost identical to φpzq " 2z 1`z 2 , for this reason we are not including them in our presentation. We compare our algorithms against the method based on the Hinge loss [12] . In [9] this technique was evaluated and found to enjoy many positive characteristics compared to other possibilities.
Before presenting our simulation results we would like to mention a very interesting interpretation for our Category B selection. As we claimed before, the most desirable criterion to minimize iŝ P err pθq. It is because of the indicator function that we seek different formulations. If in (12) we approximate the indicator 1 tzě0u with the sigmoid 1 1`e´2 z " 0.5ttanhpzq`1u then, minimizing the resulting criterion is equivalent to maximizing the part inside the brackets, which is exactly our optimization problem in (11) for our Category B selection. This connection to the desired optimization problem will prove to be beneficial for our method as we will see next.
In the first set of experiments we considered scalar random variables (k " 1) and attempted to classify between a standard normal N p0, 1q under C 1 and a mixture of Gaussians 0.6N p1, 1q0 .4N p´3, 1q under C 2 . We used a two-layer network with the first layer output having length n " 100 and we applied the ReLU nonlinearity dpzq " pzq`. In all three training algorithms we used the same learning rate µ " 10´4 and forgetting factor λ " 0.99. The networks were initialized with exactly the same values following the initialization scheme in [8] and the gradients were normalized following the scheme in [13] .
Regarding the training data, we used N 1 " N 2 " 5000 and applied the stochastic gradient algorithm. To avoid the need for random permutations, in each iteration we simply used one data point from each class, instead of randomly switching between classes. To evaluate the quality of the corresponding network, at each iteration after the parameters were updated, we applied the resulting network to 10 5 testing data from C 1 and an equal number from C 2 in order to estimate the corresponding error probabilities the classifiers could deliver. There are two error types, one for each data class and there is also their average which, as we know, is optimized by LRT. In Figure 2 we plot the evolution of the error probabilities as a function of the number of iterations of the training algorithms. We also include the errors delivered by LRT (for which we used the true densities). In Figure 2 (a) we present the errors when the data come from C 1 , in Figure 2 (b) when the data come from C 2 , and in Figure 2 (c) the average of the two errors.
We have the following interesting observations: Our training algorithms can design neural networks that have classification errors that approach the errors of LRT more efficiently than the algorithm which is based on the Hinge loss. Remarkably, despite the significant differences, when the errors are averaged, all three classifiers yield similar performances, closely matching the optimum LRT performance. To obtain a more precise idea about the corresponding errors, in Table 4 we present the error probabilities delivered by the networks as designed in the final (5000th) iteration. We can see that both our methods approximate the LRT errors better than the Hinge loss based scheme. The average error on the other hand for all three methods is extremely close the the optimum LRT performance. This specific behavior is typical in all simulation we performed, where we experimented with numerous data dimensions, means, variances and mixture probabilities for the corresponding mixture densities.
The next simulation involves real datasets. Here, we limit ourselves to the Category A algorithm (since it has shown slightly better convergence speed than its Category B counterpart) and we compare it against the Hinge loss based scheme. The goal is to distinguish between the two hand written numerals "4" and "9" from the MNIST database.
The image size is 28ˆ28 and is reshaped into a vector of length k " 784. We use a full two layer network with the first layer output being of length n " 300. The learning rates are selected equal to µ " 10´4 and the forgetting factors equal to 0.99. Our training set is comprised of N 1 " 5500 handwritten "4" and N 2 " 5500 handwritten "9". We also have an additional 982 handwritten "4" and 1009 handwritten "9" that we use for testing. Every time the training data are exhausted we recycle them. Following the same strategy as in the previous experiment, at each iteration we test the quality of the computed classifiers by applying them to the testing data. Figure 3 , similarly to Figure 2 , depicts the evolution of the two errors and their average as a function of the number of iterations. As we can see our scheme exhibits a faster convergence rate and it attains lower levels of average error probability. If we now focus on the neural networks obtained during the last (5ˆ10 5 th) iteration then our design method applied to the testing data makes 4 errors out of 982 when applied to the set of "4" and 12 errors out of 1009 when applied to the set of "9". The average number of errors is 8. The same figures for the Hinge based scheme are 17 and 5 with average equal to 11.
It is interesting to visualize a few examples where each method fails. In Figure 4 we depict four errors for each method and each data class. Figure 4 (a) contains cases where our scheme misclassified "4" as "9" and in (b) the opposite, namely, "9" as "4". In Figure 4 (c) and (d) we have the corresponding failures for the Hinge based method. We could agree that in most of these cases the correct decision would have been challenging even for a human decision maker. A number of interesting experiments and comparisons follow based on the CIFAR-10 database where we tested several combinations of pairs of classes. This particular set of experiments involves far less (statistically) structured data than the preceding examples therefore the error probabilities we obtain are significantly more modest. We focus in comparing our Category B algorithmic version with the classical Hinge loss based algorithm. Each class contains 5000 training data and 1000 testing data. In Figures 5, 6 , 7, 8 and 9 we present, as before, the evolution of the classification error probabilities with the number of iterations for the pairs "Cats & Dogs", "Airplanes & Automobiles", "Deers & Birds", "Frogs & Horses", "Ships & Trucks" respectively.
CIFAR-10 images were converted from RGB 32ˆ32ˆ3 to grayscale reshaped vectors of size k " 1024. Furthermore, the mean and the variance of each element of the 1024-length vector was computed from all training data and applied to transform each element to make it of zero mean and
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Error probability under frogs Error probability under horses Average error probability Figure 9 : Frogs and Horses unit variance. The same transformation was then applied to the testing data. This pre-processing is necessary in order for the adopted network parameter initialization method, proposed in [8] , to become appropriate since it assumes that the input is a standard Gaussian.
For the neural network we use two layers with the first being of length n " 100. The learning rates were selected equal to µ " 2ˆ10´5 for our Category B version and µ " 10´5 for the Hinge based. In both cases we applied a forgetting factors equal to 0.99. We recycle the training data every time they are exhausted. At each iteration we test the quality of the computed classifiers by applying them to the testing data and computing the resulting error percentage.
We observe that the two competing algorithms have comparable performance. In most of the cases our algorithm exhibits an improvement over the classical scheme and only in one of the cases we observe the opposite. Furthermore, generally speaking, our algorithm exhibits a faster convergence rate, although such claims need far more simulations and, whenever possible, a theoretical analysis, in order to be trusted.
Conclusions
With this work our goal was twofold: First we wanted to understand how existing classifier design techniques are related to each other and, more importantly, to the optimum likelihood ratio test. Second, we wanted to demonstrate that there exists a very simple formulation that can provide an abundance of optimization problems that enjoy the same characteristics as the existing techniques for the classification problem. These problems can lend themselves for the development of proper training techniques for neural network based classifiers. The resulting algorithms, compared to existing alternatives, produce classifiers which, in simulations with synthetic data, exhibit a more effective approximation of the optimum likelihood ratio test performance. Additionally, in simulations with real datasets they demonstrate a faster convergence speed attaining, in the limit, most of the times smaller error probabilities. Our immediate future goals include extension of these ideas to the classification of more than two classes and study of the convergence properties of the corresponding training algorithms.
